
Introduction to Training

Welcome to this end-to-end training session of HBXL’s Visual Estimating Suite.

What is Visual Estimating?
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Introduction to Training

Visual Estimating is actually PlansXpress and EstimatorXpress used together

The first part of this training also provides detailed training for PlansXpress
which can be used standalone. (Note however when used with EstimatorXpress
it will automatically generate automated Building Regulation drawing notes in 
just a few seconds so definitely worth looking at even if you are only looking for 
a drawing package!!)

This document has been devised to accompany a series of Videos which will 
familiarise you with the entire process of drawing an original drawing with 
PlansXpress, (a skill which can easily then be used for tracing over existing 
drawings) and the automated production of an estimate using EstimatorXpress.

The Video is intended to be an introduction and will not cover every aspect of 
the software, but will demonstrate how most of the core functions work. 
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Introduction to Training

During the training we will be showing you how to design and estimate this 
bungalow in just a couple of hours!
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Introduction to Training

When you purchase PlansXpress and EstimatorXpress you will also be provided with 
a printed manual covering all aspects of the software. There are also numerous 
Videos and other resources available on our website http://hbxl.co.uk/support/

The series of Videos accompanying this document is broken down into short 
sessions so you can progress through them at your own rate. The total length of the 
Videos are less than a couple of hours.

Within each Training Video there are pages which invite you pause the video after 3 
seconds and which then reveal an exercise corresponding to each page in this 
document. 

We strongly recommend that if you have received this document electronically 
that you print out the document as a reference as experience shows us that people 
learn much more effectively if they can refer to the training document and software 
together, rather than swapping screens between this document and the software.
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Introduction to Training

Each exercise will normally only take around 5-10 minutes so within just a few hours 
you will be able to design and estimate an entire bungalow including Plans, 
Elevations, 3D Model, Detailed Estimate, Customer Quotes, Gantt Charts and 
much more.

You are perhaps thinking, “I don’t know whether I have a few hours to do this”

But think about it. How much time do spend each week, month or year estimating. 
How much do you spend on drawings? How would you business be transformed if 
you could offer Design and Build or show 3D models of New Homes or Extensions 
to your customers…quickly?  And how long will you be doing that for? Probably 
years! The few hours you spend practicing using this software will save you days of 
your life, probably months over the next few years! How much is that worth?

If you have any questions at any time, call us on, it is free during trials and during 
the first year of your ownership of software.

Call 0117 916 7898  or visit  http://hbxl.co.uk/support/
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Introduction to Training

When you see this page appear on the Videos
Press Pause after 3 or 4 seconds

and the training content corresponding to each page will appear.
Start the Video now to get started!
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Opening a drawing template

To open a new drawing, click on the down arrow at top left of 
screen and select the New from Template to access different 
drawing formats and scales

Select A1  1:100 with Titles and Notes Block and click OK

(Note that in future you can edit the template and save it with 
your own logos and office address etc.)

If your screen layout differs. Access the Settings 
Ribbon/Toolbar and select Reset Layout
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• Spend a few minute looking at the Architectural 
Ribbon/Toolbar. Don’t look at the other Ribbons now

• Do not attempt at this stage to use the CAD system unless you 
are familiar with CAD generally

• Numerous individual items can be access by clicking on the 
down arrow under each button

• If you inadvertently get stuck, try pressing ESC on the left of 
your keyboard or select undo at top left of screen ( Ctrl Z)

• Look on the right hand side of the screen at the different labels 
available in the Notes Picker

• On the bottom left hand side of the screen note that you can, 
change paper size and scale. 

• Note Command Window position

• Locate Help button at top right of screen

• Locate Refresh button to update the drawing adjacent to help 
button. (More of that later!)

• Now access next Video in the series.

Exploring PlansXpress

undo
Escape Key

(on Keyboard)
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Opening a drawing, zooming in and out and moving drawing

Open a new drawing, click on the down arrow at top left of 
screen and select the New from Template to access different 
drawing formats and scales

Select A1  1:100 with Titles and Notes Block and click OK

Practice zooming in and out over particular parts of the 
drawing by rotating the scroll wheel in and out … e.g. the Title 
Block. Note that the mouse zooms in and out around the 
mouse/cursor position.

Next try dragging the drawing around by holding down the 
middle mouse button.

A hand icon appears on the screen, allowing you to “hold the 
drawing” and move it about on screen. Keep the mouse 
button pressed down while you move the mouse to move the 
drawing.

Practice dragging and scrolling until you can move to and 
zoom in anywhere on the drawing.
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• First click on the horizontal construction line icon in the Drawings 
and Annotation ribbon and place line at the top of the page

• Click the  left hand mouse button to place the line

• Next set out another line Relative to the horizontal line. To do this:

• Click on the horizontal line icon again on the ribbon

• Hold your mouse over the construction line… do not click … but 
instead press R on your keyboard. This tells the software that you 
want to set something out Relative to another point, rather than 
snapping on it and placing the item on the snap point

• Next press the down arrow on your keyboard and enter 5000 
(mm)

• Another horizontal construction line appears 5000 mm away from 
the first

• Repeat this process for a vertical construction line:

• Select a Vertical construction line in the Drawings and Annotation 
ribbon and place on the left hand side of the drawing . 

• Next hold your mouse over the lines… do not click …press R (for 
relative) on your keyboard. Hit the right hand arrow           on 
keyboard and enter 6000 (mm).

• Another line appears 6000 mm away from the first

Construction Lines

Hold your mouse over the 
construction line… do not 

click … but instead press R

hold your mouse over the 
vertical lines…do not 

click… but instead press R
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• Escape Key
• Some commands such as Construction Lines, Doors and 

Windows will continually be available to draw unless we press 
the Escape key on the Keyboard. 

• (This key usually appears on the top left hand side of keyboard 
and is marked (Esc) )

• To stop the current command press escape (Esc), and the 
software is then available to select other objects rather than 
draw another Construction Line, Doors and Windows etc. 

• You can also “drop” the current command by selecting another 
object such as a manhole, roof etc.

• Undo and Redo commands
• If you ever make a mistake in the software or want to undo 

something you have done, locate the undo command on the 
top left of the screen and press the Undo button once. This will 
remove that item or mistake. Conversely if you press the Redo
button, this will cause the item or mistake to reappear

• You can use the Undo and Redo command to undo anything 
such as undo a delete or undo a copy and paste

• You can also use the standard Windows command:
• Ctrl Z to Undo

or
• Ctrl Y to redo.

Construction Lines

Undo and Redo

Escape Key (on Keyboard)
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• Click onto the Architectural Ribbon/Toolbar

• Look closely at the buttons. Underneath each button is a small 
down arrow which gives access to the underlying selections. 

• Notice that the large button on the main ribbon currently displays 
a symbol denoting Brick and Blockwork. 

• Select Stone Cavity Block Wall,  once the resulting dialog box has 
loaded you will notice that the large button has changed its 
appearance to show the Stone Cavity Block Wall. 

• This means that in the future if you now click on the large button 
it will allow you to draw a Stone Cavity Block Wall …. You do not 
have to drill down into the menu in the future to select that wall 
type… simply click on the large button… the button has, in effect, 
remembered the specification of the last wall you drew.

• Note that the cells entered into the yellow cells will affect the 
appearance of the drawing for example the wall height and 
thickness

• Values entered in the white cells are being collected for 
estimating purposes when used in conjunction with 
EstimatorXpress and do not affect the appearance of the drawing.

• Click finish once you have reviewed dialog boxes ready to place 
items on drawing. See next video for placing of walls on the 
drawing.

Selecting Items from Ribbon Menus

Notice that the button has changed its 
appearance to show the Stone Cavity Block Wall
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• Having selected the wall in previous video, now click around 
the 4 corners of the construction lines, drawing anti-clockwise

to create a U shaped wall arrangement as per Fig A (Lift 
your finger) off the mouse between each corner click to 

draw a rectangular building.)

• After drawing the third wall press C on your keyboard to close 

the loop. By pressing C you are instructing the software to 

return to the first point of the wall that  you drew.  C can 

always be used to close any item and it will always close the 
loop via the shortest direction as per Fig B

• Now as an exercise… use the Undo command using the Undo 
button or Ctl Z to remove all walls.

• Now redraw two walls as per Fig C and press C and the system 
will draw a wall directly between the two corners.

• Again, remove all walls again using Undo, and again draw 2 

walls again as Fig C

• This time press S on your keyboard to complete the building 

keeping the walls at right angles. The building will now be 

drawn as per Fig B as the S command maintains right angles 

for walls. (Note S command only functions for walls, C works 

for all linear entities… more of that later!)

Drawing Walls

Draw walls and press C

Fig A

Fig B

Fig C

Fig D

Draw walls and press C 
or S for different results
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• Using the Undo command, remove all walls and create a 
rectangular building as per the Fig A.(if required)

• Now Click on a wall you have just drawn. You will see the wall 
appears dotted indicating that the wall has been selected. Fig B

• If you look at the top left of the screen on PlansXpress you will 
notice that the wall is justified to the right or left of the line 
depending on how you drew the wall and the justification mode 
that the system was last used in.

• If you select Justify centre the wall is justified to the centre of the 
line. If you do it on the left…it justifies it to the left…. and so on. 
Place the wall back justified to the right.

• Select all walls by wrapping a rectangle around the walls… hold the 
left mouse key down while you drag a rectangle on screen. You 
will notice that everything inside the square has been selected and 
appears dotted. If I then change the Justification to left then all 
walls are move to the left of the line.

• The justification of the wall can often be confusing…the important 
thing is to check that visually it appears ok on-screen and switch 
the justification if required. With a few minutes practice this 
becomes clear.

• Once you have finished justifying the walls use the Screen Refresh
command to tidy up wall intersections. (Top right of screen)

• Note you can also swap the external side a wall

Justification and Selection

Click to select wall

Fig A

Fig B

Fig C

Fig D

Click and hold left 
mouse button down 
and drag down to select

Release left mouse 
button  to select

Walls justified left

Click Refresh to tidy up corners 14



Placing walls on screen

1. Chose an External Brick and Block (single 
Storey) wall by selecting  the arrow below 
top with left button and select Cavity Wall 
2.400 metres high from resulting menu

2. Press Accept Defaults in Dialog Box (as we 
are not interested in the details of the wall 
at the moment).

1. Click on the screen to place start of wall

2. Click around shape of building using left click. 

Lift finger off button between 

clicks…do not drag mouse with finger 
pressing on button.

3. When you have finished drawing the walls 
press Esc on your keyboard. (This quits the 
last function/tool that you have been using… 
in this case the walls drawing tool)

Lift finger off button 
between clicks…do not drag 
mouse with finger pressing 
on button.
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Selecting walls and other items on screen

• First practice selecting individual walls by 
clicking on wall with left mouse button. (You 
can also Ctrl or Shft Select walls.)

• To select multiple walls click mouse on screen at 
BOTTOM RIGHT of chosen walls and then 
holding button down drag up to TOP LEFT of wall 
to select all walls within Green Rectangle 

• Note with second method all walls touched by 
green rectangle selected!

• Now select some walls using either method and 
delete using delete button on keyboard

• To correct mistakes use Undo Button or use Ctrl 
Z (Windows standard Undo Command)

• To select multiple walls click mouse at TOP
LEFT  of chosen walls and then and then 
holding button down drag down to BOTTOM
RIGHT of wall to select all walls within Purple 
Rectangle

• Note only walls inside rectangle are selected

Start TOP LEFT

Finish BOTTOM RIGHT

Start BOTTOM RIGHT

Finish TOP LEFT

OR

Undo
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Drawing Walls at right angles 

• Select External Cavity Brick Wall by choosing 
the top left button. (Note that the button has 
“remembered” the previous 2.400 high 
ground floor wall we used … so you don’t have 
to drill down into the menu to select the wall)

• Next place the first corner at top left of 
screen with a left click

• To place walls vertically press the shift key on 
your key board and move the mouse down 
the screen and then left click your mouse. To 
create horizontal walls, press shift and move 
the mouse horizontally across the screen.

• To complete the floor plan press S (to go 
back to Start) on your keyboard.

• To practice zooming in and out of drawing, 
position mouse over a point of interest, say a 
corner of the building a scroll the zoom wheel. 
The screen will then zoom in on that location.
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Drawing walls using on-screen dimensions

• First select an External Brick and Block Wall as 
before

• Select position for start of wall and Click on 
screen with left mouse button

• To use on-screen dimensions press Function Key 
F8 or select the dimension button at bottom right 
hand of screen

• Press Shift on keyboard to ensure that wall stays 
at right angles and move the mouse up and down 
to get correct size.

• Zoom in and out as required to get dimension 
accurate using scroll wheel on mouse

• Do not worry if you find it difficult to get precise 
dimension…there are other techniques which we 
will show later!

• Press S on keyboard to complete the plan.

exterior of the wall arrow
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Switching between snap and dimension mode

• Select an External Cavity Brick Wall from Architectural Menu

• Click on Screen. Move cursor down screen DO NOT CLICK

• Practice Using F7 and F8 function keys you can easily switch 
between Dimension Mode  (F8) and Snap Mode (F7)

• Draw four sides of your house foot print switching between 
F7 and F8 modes

• Finally Press F7 to ensure you are in Snap Mode

• Hold Mouse cursor over left hand wall end point (do not click 
on it) and observe that an Intelli-Snap Point has been found 
by PlansXpress. (The Command Window will also state that 
Intelli-Snap has been found.)

• Move cursor across the screen along Intelli-Snap line.

• Press Shift in order to ensure wall is vertical and walls will 
then intersect at right angles. Click with left mouse button.

• Press C to Close the loop or S go back to the Start of the walls 
ensuring walls are at right angles.

1. Press F7. Hold cursor over left hand corner.
2. Intelli Snap line is drawn. (See command 

window)

Intelli Snap line

Press Shift to keep wall 
vertical and click left 
mouse button for walls 
to be drawn at 
intersection of Intelli-
Snap line and vertical 
wall
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Drawing the walls using dimension arrows

• To commence drawing the walls click on External 
Walls Button, again the system has remembered 
the previous external wall

• Click on screen using left mouse button to place 
first corner on the screen in the required starting 
location.

• Next, click on the down arrows on keyboard
and enter 8500 into the resulting dialog box.

• Change the justification of the wall if required to 
ensure the correct external dimensions

• Repeat the process for the other walls using 
respective arrows on keyboard

4500 
1200
4500
1200
4500

• Next select S on the keyboard to complete the 
walls.
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Viewing a 3D Model

• First select the View and 3D Ribbon

• Next Click on 3D Preview Button

• Resize the 3D Window if required

• You can then zoom in and out using scroll 
wheel of your mouse

• Move 3D image up and down by holding 
middle scroll wheel down and moving 
mouse

• Rotate image holding left mouse button 
down and moving mouse

• You can then change appearance of model 
by selecting different textures within pull 
down menu

• You are now ready to start drawing your first 
house!
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Starting your bungalow plan and walls

To open a new drawing, click on the down arrow at top left of 
screen in blue box and select the New from Template to 
access different drawing formats and scales

Select A1  1:100 with Titles and Notes Block and click OK

Select an External Cavity Brick 
and Block Ground Floor Wall 
2.400 high, single storey. (This 
picks a wall with suggested 
foundation already filled in)

Click on Tech Tips and Labels at 
bottom of dialog and view info

Also note that  yellow items 
affect appearance of drawing. 
White items are being collected 
for use in EstimatorXpress

Click Finish and we are ready to 
continue…. Then watch next 
video clip before proceeding.
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Drawing the walls using dimension arrows

• Click on screen using left mouse button to 
place first corner of the wall.

• Next, click on the down arrows on your 
keyboard      and enter 9500 into dialog box.

• Change the justification of the wall if required 
to ensure the correct external dimensions

• Repeat the process for the other walls:
4500 
1800
4500
1800
4500

• Next select S on the keyboard to complete the 
walls.

• First select the View and 3D Ribbon

• Next Click on 3D Preview Button to view 3D
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Drawing the internals walls

• Select a ground floor internal block wall 2.4 metres high. 
Review the dialogs to confirm dimensions etc.

• Using the scroll wheel, zoom in to the left hand corner of the 
front projection and snap onto the corner

• If the software is in Dimension Mode and is showing 
dimension press F7 to switch to Snap Mode

• If required change the justification so that the walls are 
correctly aligned….i.e.  Not aligning with wall corner

• Now move the mouse cursor up to the top of the screen 
under the system shows the word perp or perpendicular and 
click the left mouse button. 

• Repeat for the other side of the front projection

• If required click on Internal Block Wall button (NOT down 
arrow as system has remembered details of last wall) or 
Right Click to repeat last Command …in this case a wall 
selection.

• Save drawing. (Do this after each exercise).
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Drawing the internals walls

• To create a wall offset relative to another 
wall. 

• Move the mouse and cursor over the meeting 
point of two walls. (DO NOT CLICK WITH 
MOUSE!!)

• Press R on your keyboard to call the Relative 
offset command

• Enter on the down arrow      on your 
keyboard and enter the offset to define the 
room size in this case 3000 mm

• Then press F7 to enter Snap Mode and locate 
the Perp or perpendicular on the opposing 
wall. Set Justification as required.

• Repeat for the other rooms 4000 and 3600 
respectively using up arrow on keyboard

• To ensure all walls are joined properly press 
the refresh button at top right of screen

Note 3000 is measured to red 
line, ensure distance is 
correct using justification

Press R on your keyboard
(DO NOT CLICK WITH MOUSE!!)
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• Select the front door from the from the doors menu 
by clicking on arrow below Doors button (As this is 
a new door type)

• Check the resulting dialog. Remember you would 
not normally change the door size as the 
dimensions on-screen relate to a real world door. 
Access Tech Tips and Labels if required

• Select the wall and position the door

• If you wish to place dimensionally press F8. You can 
set the Justification at top left of screen left, right or 
centre. Zoom in as required. Move cursor either side 
of wall for internal or external dimensions as 
desired. Alternatively press F7 and place door on 
Mid Point of wall

• Click once to place door, move to hand door, and 
then click second time.

Then Add:
• 2 No. 3.000m Bi-fold doors
• 4 No. 864mm Internal doors
• 4 No. 1.2 * 1.2 Dummy sash with bar windows
• 2.4 m wide structural opening into new wall

• View 3D Image. Refresh Image if required

Drawing Doors and Windows

Access Tech Tips and Labels if required

F8

F7
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• Select the irregular shaped floor slab

• In the resulting dialog boxed check the various 
items and select the plant you require for the 
entire floor. Click Finish

Placing the floor slab

• Click around the interior of the external walls 
to define the extent of the slab. Press C on 
your keyboard to Close the loop for the last 
section. Zoom into corners to ensure accurate 
positioning of slab.

• Confirm that you want perimeter insulation 
and click around the perimeter again. Press C
on your keyboard to Close the loop for the last 
section again.

• View the 3D image in the usual way. 
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Placing the roof

• Select the a Truss Roof with a 40 degree Pitch

• In the resulting dialog boxed check the various items. 
Click Finish

• Select the Apex Roof type. Click OK

• Select a wall to place the roof on. Click on any line of a 
wall, Point        This is defining the height of the roof as 
the roof sits on the top of the wall (plate)

• Click on the first brickwork corner of the Gable at    
Point      , Click on Point to define Gable length

• Finally Point to define the length of the roof. The 
roof will appear. Cancel Dialog to place Ceilings etc. as 
we do not want to so that now. (We will do that later)

• Repeat for Front Gable Projection by clicking on roof 
button. Select Apex Valley Roof, select Wall at          
Point and placing corners of Gable on Points

and 

• To Tee roof into main roof press T on keyboard and 

select roof eaves line at point

• Place Ceilings as per floors (replay part of previous 
Video for instructions if required)

• View 3D Model. Refresh Drawing if gables are missing.

1

2 3

4 5

6

A

B

A

6

3

4

21

B

5

press T on keyboard and 
select roof eaves line
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• In the Drawings and Annotation Ribbon select vertical 
construction lines and place on left by snapping on corner of 
brickwork. Place horizontal construction lines by eye below plan 
to receive elevations

• Select Draw Elevation from Views and 3D Ribbon

• Select front wall. (Look at Command window for advice on how 
to carry out process.)

• Place mouse/cursor in observation position 1

• Move cursor into the building to position 2 behind ridge line as 
we wish to see ridge on the elevation

• Show extent of elevation by moving mouse to left and right and 
positions 3 and 4 past house width

• Select reference point at left hand side of required elevation 5. 
(Note left hand end of elevation aligns with left hand end of 
respective plan)

• Select desired position of elevation on intersection of 
construction lines 6

• Repeat for all other elevations. Select Construction lines and 
delete with keyboard delete button.

• Note that on each elevation the reference point should be on 
the far left of each elevation as viewed.

• If required select each elevation and move using red square 
handles…press shift to align horizontally.

Drawing Elevations

3

4

5

6

observation position

3

2

1
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• Add additional windows to front elevation

• Chose Softwood Bar Dummy Sash 1050 deep x 
600 wide  window and place on the plan 
adjacent to the front door.

• Place on the drawing at the Mid-Point of the 
wall  using F7 command or dimensionally using 
the F8 command.

• Note that you can set out the window either 
on the outside or inside of the wall by moving 
the mouse appropriately.

• Left Click on the front elevation to select. 
Middle Click and select Recalculate Elevation

Updating Elevations
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• Select 1400 Stone Cill from the Feature Masonry Menu.

• Check the resulting dialog and click OK

• Place the cill under the first window by locating the Mid Point 
of the window.

• Click Once to place
• Click Second Time to position it horizontally

• If it helps, press shift to keep the cill level on the drawing.

• Repeat for all 1400 mm  and 800 mm 150 mm deep heads 
and cills for respective windows and then place the soldier 
course above front door and side window. Click on button to 
repeat item or Right Click to repeat last command…. In this 
case selecting the Cill.

• Note all symbols require two clicks…one to locate and one 
to orientate. All symbols can be placed at any angle by 
moving mouse before second click. This can be very useful 
when placing symbols for items such as sanitary ware etc. 
Press shift if required to ensure level.

• Note if you misplace an item, press undo or Ctrl Z or Middle 
Click move the item,

Adding features to the Elevations

Click 1 Click 2

Move mouse up or down to ensure 
horizontal .Press shift if required.
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• Select The Vehicle and man symbol from the Landscape Section 
in the Non Estimated Symbols Ribbon/Toolbar

• Place on screen and press mouse (click 1)
• Move the mouse up or down until symbol is level (press shift it 

helps) and press mouse (click 2)

• Move the symbol to the required position on the drawing using 
the Intelli-snap function and red handle on the symbol. Repeat 
for other symbols

• Note you can also move any item on screen by selecting the item, 
pressing Middle Click and Move Selection. This allows you to 
grab any point of the object and move it from there and snap 
onto other areas of the drawing.

• Place your mouse over any symbol;  various information about 
the symbol including the layer it is appears. Non-Estimated 
symbols will normally be placed on the last layer used by 
software

• Note you can also change the layer and colour of any symbol by 
selecting the object and choosing an alternative layer at bottom 
of screen ….in this case landscaping to provide a green tree. You 
can also predefine layer on these symbols by preselecting layer 
before positioning on drawing. 

Adding symbols to the Elevations

Click 1

Move mouse up

Click 2
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• To place dimensions on any wall:
• Select the wall with Left Click
• Press Middle Click
• Select Dimension command and Place on 

drawing
• Repeat for all Walls, aligning the dimensions to 

provide a neat presentation.

• Note Dimensions can be placed on either side 
of walls to reflect internal or external 
dimensions

Adding dimensions to Plans
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• First place some construction lines on the drawing to help 
you place the labels neatly on the drawing.

• As an exercise we will set out these lines relative to the 
bottom of the bungalow elevation. Place the cursor over 
any intersection point you can locate at the base of the 
bungalow. DO NOT CLICK. Press R on your keyboard to set 
out the construction line Relative to the base.

• Press the down arrow on your keyboard      and enter 2000.

• The construction line appears. Repeat as required. 
• Note any item can be set out relatively in this way. (e.g

Symbols, Walls etc.) Press Esc to cancel construction line 
command when complete.

• Double Click Select Notes from the Notes Picker for Front, 
Rear and Side Elevations as required and place on drawing

• Add labels for Rooms etc.

• You can change the font and size etc. at any time.  All 
subsequent notes will feature that font until you change it.

Adding notes to the Elevations

Press R on Keyboard
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• On the Views and 3D Ribbon/Toolbar click on 
the Views Menu. This provides different views 
of the drawings. Experiment with different 
Views to show roof only, walls only and 
hatching off etc.

• Next click on the Textures Button, select Roof
and chose an alternative roof tile by Double 
Clicking on Texture. Scroll  down, select texture  
and Click OK

• Change other textures as required e.g bricks, 
windows, doors, fascias etc.

• View 3D Model, click refresh  in usual way to 
see alternative appearance of Bungalow. 

Using the Views Menu and changing the 3D Model appearance

Double Click 1

Scroll Down
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Press pause now to practice
with
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• Spend a few minutes accessing the various aspects 
of the Main Menu. 

• Add your company details by clicking on the 
“Registered To” area

• Click on Help and Video Tutorial to see help that is 
available (on all screens)

• Review installed features and bonus packs

• Review the status of your software by clicking on 
the Software Status items three items

• Access our dedicated Support Website

Reviewing the Main Menu

Scroll Down

• Note there are numerous Videos 
available on various topics, but we 
suggest that in general you work 
through this Visual Estimating 
Training before looking at those!

• Feel free to call our Technical 
Support during your trial period  
free of charge, available              
9.00-5.30 Monday to Friday

• Ask us a question on line if you wish

Click

Click

Click
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• Click on the My Settings button from the Main 
Menu to access your settings

• The My Settings Menu enables you to access 
and configure all of the underlying components 
of EstimatorXpress allowing you to configure 
the system to work the way you do

• Remember…when you make changes in My 
Settings you are making changes to a general 
library of Price Books, Specifications, Charts 
and Reports which will be copied into 
individual estimates as you create them

• Any changes made in My Settings will NOT
affect existing estimates unless you specifically 
ask the software to do that from within an 
Estimate which you have created.

Reviewing the My Settings Menu
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• Click on the My Price Books button

Reviewing the Master Price Book

Double Click 1

Scroll Down

• Click on the Master Price Book and 
then Double Click or select the Open
Price Book Button

• Choose Labour

• Press Select
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• Click on the Edit Resource Button and change 
Unit Cost of labour to £65.00 per hour

• (Remember hourly rates must take into 
account Wages, Holidays, National Insurance, 
Travelling Time etc.)

• Do NOT change Units of Purchase from hours 
to say weeks or per annum as this will affect 
the estimate.

• When you have finished reviewing the item 
click OK.

Editing Labour Hourly Rates in Price Book

• Alternatively you can edit the 
entire column of figures using 
the Mass Editing Tools and then 
edit each line individually.
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• Click on the Plant label in the Section pull 
down

• Review the Plant prices

• You can edit any price using the Edit 
Resource Button or using the Mass Editing 
Tool

• Remember any changes you make will 
appear in subsequent estimates that you 
create

• To home in on a particular plant item click 
on the Resource Type pull down and select 
Spoil Removal and Edit the price of a 7M3 
skip to £250.00 using the Edit Resource 
Button

Editing Plant Prices in the Price Book
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• Click on the Material label in the Section pull 
down to access the Materials catalogue

• Review the Material prices

• Note items shown in read are user maintained

• Note that you can adjust the Wastage Factor 
using the Edit Resource or Mass Editing button

Reviewing and Finding Materials in the Price Book
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• IF you have Merchant Accounts opened press 
the Web Catalogue button. There are over 
500,000 products to choose from the HBXL 
Web Catalogue. Press the Web Catalogue 
button

• Identify products you wish to add by 
Navigating through the catalogue or carrying 
out a Search by typing in the product and 
supplier name. (e.g. Block or say Celcon) and 
click View.

• Select multiple products by ticking to the right 
of the various products you wish to use

• Once you have selected all the products you 
wish to add to the master Price Book on your 
PC scroll down screen press the Add to Master 
Price Book button.

• Next time you Download Prices from within
EstimatorXpress all these additional products 
will be downloaded and any discounts applied

Selecting Materials from the HBXL Web Catalogue

Scroll Down
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• Click on the Edit Resource Button

• Set the adjustment you require. Make the 
adjustment a negative value if it is a discount!

• Alternatively you can mass edit the 
adjustments by clicking on the Mass Editing 
Button

• Enter the adjustment adjacent to each product.

• You can also copy the adjustment for multiple 
products by clicking on the cell and selecting 
the small black square to the bottom right of 
the cell and dragging down

Making Adjustments to Prices
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• With EstimatorXpress you can create your own 
resources including labour, plant, materials and 
sundry items within their respective price books

• To create a new resource, select a similar item 
on screen, for example MOT Type 1 Bulk Bag

• Then press the New Resource Button

• In the resulting dialog box edit the price and 
supplier and any other items you wish, including 
if you wish your own supplier.

• Notice that you can edit the Delivery and 
Payment Terms along with Wastage Factors in 
the dialog box

• Click OK when you have completed this.

• Now close the Price Book using the top left hand 
buttons and return to the Main Menu using
Back button. All Data is automatically saved 
when closing various screens

Creating new resources
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• To open the setting menu, click on My Settings 
button from within the opening Main Menu Screen. 
(This is the screen you see when you first open the 
software)

• Notice the My Settings Menu provides access to all 
the underlying settings which will subsequently be 
used each time you create a new job. Any changes 
you make in My Settings will not update existing
jobs you have already created.

• Click on the My Specification button

• Later on when you create a new job EstimatorXpress 
will automatically make a copy of each of these 
items within the new job folder. For example when 
you create a new job EstimatorXpress will invite you 
to select a copy of the Price Book, your chosen 
Specification and Bar Chart for use in the new job.

• Select the New Build Part L Spec and double click or 
click the Open Spec button to open the Spec Library

Opening the Specification

Double Click to open 
Specification

Or click on button to open 
selected Specification
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• Click on the My Settings button from the Main 
Menu to access your settings

Understanding the Specification

• Review the Specification screen in detail

• Scroll down the screen and observe that the 
Specification covers the main building fabric 
including Walls, Roofs, Floors, Attics etc.

• Scroll back to the top of the screen.

• Notice that for every element of a particular 
building element a materials resource, chosen 
from the Price Book has been allocated along 
with it’s rate of use, which is shown in the 
usage factor column.

• The same process is also occurring for Labour 
and Plant items
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• Switch on the Highlight Selected Line from 
within the Filters Menu

• Note also you can use the Filter Critical 
Resource button in the Filters menu to sort out 
Critical Items

• Mark an item as Critical by using the Critical 
Marker (Or switch off a Critical Marker using 
the same button on a previously marked item)

Reviewing the Specification
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• Next review the Bricks above DPC

• Note that a particular brick and price has been 
chosen from the price book

• The rate of usage is defined as 60 bricks per m2 
(as they are a metric brick).

• The total cost per m2 is calculated by 
multiplying the Purchase Cost by Usage factor.

• This process is repeated for all materials

Reviewing the Specification

• Notice that each element is also assigned to a 
Build Phase within the job. This will later allow 
you to group together all the materials and 
labour etc. used in a particular phase in various 
reports and quotes. 

• The Build Phase will also associate the 
materials with the individual bars on the 
planning Gantt chart, thereby facilitating 
material scheduling and cash flow projections.

• Similarly each item is associated with a Product 
Type and Supplier for ease of identifying and 
sorting information later. 49



• Scroll down the screen to identify the 
bricklaying costs.

• Notice that the brickwork is allocated 
respectively to the Footings and Brickwork
phases shell for planning and scheduling 
purposes.

• Note that the price of labour has been looked 
up by EstimatorXpress from the Price Book and 
multiplied by a usage factor of 0.6 to give a 
rate per m2 of £39.00 per m2.

Reviewing the Specification

• Note that if I increase the labour price in the 
Price Book this will automatically increase the 
price of all work that the Bricklayers undertake 
this means that as time goes by you can easily 
update your prices to reflect the market rate in 
just a few minutes.
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• Scroll down the screen to identify the Insulation 
in the Tiled Roof General Specification

• Select the Insulation to ceiling (layer 1)

• Change the existing insulation by double clicking 
on the row or use Change Resource button

• Select alternative insulation in the Price Book, 
Click Select Resource

• In the resulting dialog box, press the   Calculator
button to use the usage factor

• Enter the size of the insulation pack (4.06 m2) 
and the software works out the usage factor

• (If you had know the usage factor you could have 
entered it that directly into Usage factor box 
without using the calculator!)

• Now close the Specification using the top left 
hand button Close buttons and return to the 
Main Menu using Back button. 

Reviewing the Specification
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• To open the setting menu, click on the My Settings 
button from within the opening Main Menu Screen. 
(This is the screen you see when you first open the 
software)

• Notice the My Settings Menu provides access to all 
the underlying settings which will subsequently be 
used each time you create a new job. Any changes 
you make in My Settings will not update existing
jobs you have already created.

• Click on the My Profits and Inflation button

• Edit the profit margin if you wish. (Note that many 
builders report that they are able to increase their 
profits when using EstimatorXpress as the 
presentation of the quote reassures customers that 
builders using EstimatorXpress have correctly 
assessed the price and provided a detailed quote

• Later on when you create a new job EstimatorXpress 
will invite you to confirm or edit the default Profits
and Inflation for the job in hand

Reviewing Profits and Inflation
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• To open the setting menu, click on the My Settings 
button from within the opening Main Menu Screen. 
(This is the screen you see when you first open the 
software)

• Notice the My Settings Menu provides access to all 
the underlying settings which will subsequently be 
used each time you create a new job. Any changes 
you make in My Settings will not update existing
jobs you have already created.

• Click on the Bar Charts button

• Review the Bar Charts that are available by double 
clicking on each Bar Chart label or selecting the label 
and selecting the Open Bar Chart button

• We will be showing you how to edit Bar Charts later.

Reviewing the Bar Charts
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• To commence estimating select My Estimates from 
within the Main Menu

• Select the New Estimate button

• Enter the Job Name, which may be a customer or a 
plot reference for example

• Select a Job Description from the pull-down menu

• Press the Import from PlansXpress button and 
identify the PlansXpress drawing. 

• Click Next

Importing a PlansXpress Drawing into EstimatorXpress
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• Select the Master Price Books and click Next

EstimatorXpress will now make a copy of this 
Master Price Book, containing your prices for 
Labour, Plant and Material and place it in the Mr 
and Mrs Brown Estimate Folder, along with all the 
other selections of Specification, Gant Chart, Profit 
and Inflation and the Customers Name and 
Address….which we will select shortly.

• Select the New Build Part L Spec and then 
chose Roof Tiles and Brickwork. (Note other 
Mini –Specs, which adjust the main 
Specification for commonly changing materials 
may also be available to chose on your system, 
Click Next

• Select the PlansXpress Group of Workbooks to 
incorporate a check list of non-drawn items 
into the estimate. 

• Click Next

Importing a PlansXpress Drawing into EstimatorXpress
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Importing a PlansXpress Drawing into EstimatorXpress

• Select the Bungalow Gantt Chart and set 
the start date. Click Next

• Enter the Customers Name and Address 
Click Next

• Enter the Profit Markup including 
overheads and profit. Click Next

• Enter you estimated rate of inflation for 
Labour, Plant, Materials, Subcontractors 
and Sundry Costs Click Next

• Click Finish. EstimatorXpress will then 
import the drawing and merge the 
Drawing Geometry, Specification and 
Prices and then add Profit and Inflation 
to the Calculated Costs to provide a 
detailed Estimate.
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• Click on each of the various tabs to review their 
contents.

• You should notice that each tab now contains 
information you created from within the        
My Settings 

• When you have finished reviewing each tab 
contents, click the left hand close button to 
return to the job summary

Reviewing the Estimate

• Note that you may make adjustments within 
any of these tabs if you wish them to differ 
from your standard settings. For example you 
may wish to adjust the Profit Mark Up on this 
job. If so, click on the Profit tab and adjust the 
Mark Up to suit

• You could also for example open the Labour 
Price Book and change the price of say your 
Bricklaying gang for this job only
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Reviewing the Estimate

• EstimatorXpress has now created a number of 
workbooks for each of the building elements 
placed on the drawing

• Select the workbook you wish to review, double 
click or select Open Workbook

• Select the worksheet you wish to review, double 
click or select Open worksheet

• Review the data in each column

• You can also click on the Dims Wizard to see the 
input information in a graphical environment.

• Scroll down the screen to see intermediate 
calculations

• Scroll further down screen to review how 
Materials and Labour have been allocated to each 
element in the drawing. 58



• Review the specification, cost and calculation of each item in the estimate. Remember the software has 
calculated over 120 items completely automatically. By simply drawing a wall within a new drawing or tracing 
over an existing drawing the software has estimated the entire set of walls…instantly!

• Scroll further down the screen and review the  labour specification and calculations.

Reviewing the Estimate

• To get a detailed view of the Materials, Labour 
and Plant costs click on the View Resources 
Output button

• Select  Highlight from Views menu
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• To change a particular Material or other Resource, 
click on the Resource Wizard and see the 
information in a graphical environment

• In the resulting Resource Wizard dialog, you can 
click on any description and see the cost of each 
item in the right hand side of the dialog box

• You can also view Labour and Plant costs using the 
pull down menu

• Click Next twice to access the Wall Details page 
and select the Brickwork above DPC.

• On the right hand side of the dialog box chose an 
alternative brick and see the impact on cost

• Repeat as required to see how you can quickly 
experiment with different specification and costs

• Press Summary tab to return to summary screen 
when you have finished 

Reviewing the Estimate
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Reviewing the Estimate

• Now review other workbooks in the Summary 
Screen

• Select the workbook you wish to review, double 
click or select Open Workbook

• Select and Open Worksheet

• Click on the Dims Wizard to see the input 
information in a graphical environment.

• Scroll further down screen to review how 
Materials and Labour have been allocated to each 
element in the drawing.

• To get a detailed view of the Materials and Labour. 
costs click on the View Resources Output button

• To change a particular Material or other Resource, 
click on the Resource Wizard and see the 
information in a graphical environment

• When complete click on the Summary Tab to 
return to the Main Menu 61



Adding Non-Drawn items to the Estimate

• Now review other workbooks for Non-Drawn 
items in the Summary Screen. These are 
workbooks that were picked when you selected 
the PlansXpress Group of workbooks when you 
created your estimate

• Select the workbook you wish to review, for 
example the Site Appraisal Costs workbook
double click or select Open Workbook

• Select and Open Worksheet you wish to view

• Edit the values to deliver the cost required

• To fit the values in the cells and remove the 
#### values, right click on your mouse and 
select Autofit

• Once you have finished editing the value select 
Summary tab or click on the Close button. 62



• Now review other workbooks for Non-Drawn
items in the Summary Screen. As before these 
are workbooks that were picked when you 
selected the PlansXpress Group of workbooks 
when you created your estimate

• Select the workbook you wish to review, for 
example the Site Establishment workbook
double click or select Open Workbook

• Notice that this particular Workbook contains 
several worksheets relating to the Site 
Establishment costs. Select and Open 
Worksheet you wish to view

• Edit the values to deliver the cost required

• Make sure you check the Purchase Cost and 
Production Usage Factor and the resulting costs 
for each line item

• Once you have finished editing the value select 
click on the Close button to return to the list of 
worksheets. Repeat the process for each 
worksheet

Adding a workbook to an Estimate
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• To Add a workbook to the job, click on the Add 
Workbook button

• A dialog box appears showing all of the 
workbooks on your system. The number of 
workbooks will vary depending on the version 
you are using. Spend a few minute checking 
out the scope of the workbooks

• Note in the right hand pane that a brief 
description of each workbook is included. Scroll
down to see a full description.

• To locate a particular workbook type in a 
description of the item you are looking 
for(Scaffold) or filter by Workbook Type.

• Tick the item and press select.(You can do with 
any workbook)

• Open and edit the workbook

Adding Non-Drawn items to the Estimate
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• Select the Subcontract Quotations workbook 
double click or select Open Workbook

• Select and Open Worksheet

• Edit the values to deliver the cost required for 
each of the subcontract quotations or budgets

• To fit the values in the cells and remove the 
#### values, right click on your mouse and 
select Autofit

• Once you have finished editing the value select 
Summary tab or click on the Close button.

Adding Subcontract costs to the Estimate
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Adjusting the Bar Chart

• From the Job Summary Screen select the Chart 
tab

• You can adjust the Start Date of the job by 
clicking on the Job Start Date button. Note the 
start date is the beginning of the entire design 
and build process.

• To change the Duration of any bar, select the 
Build Phase in the dialog and adjust the 
duration of the phase using the weeks and days
arrows.

• To change the Start Date adjust the start use 
the weeks and days arrows.

• After you have adjusted a bar press Cascade

• Once all phases have been adjusted click 
Refresh to reformat the chart to fill the page

• Once you have finished editing the chart click 
the Close Button  and the Summary tab
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Reviewing reports in an Estimate

• Select the Reports tab

• Select the Cost report. 

• Hold the Left Mouse Button down and drag the 
Resources label and place on the table as shown 
on top of the Total label.

• Next Hold the Left Mouse Button down and drag 
the Type label and place on the table as shown 
adjacent to the Resources column ensuring that 
the Grey Bar runs vertically down the screen.

• The table then expands with the Types of 
resources displayed

Note Vertical Grey bar

Drag label

Drag label
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Reviewing reports in an Estimate

• Repeat the process with the Item Used For label 
and the Description label to create the table 
shown to create a table as shown. (You can also 
move other buttons to create any report you 
require

• To remove or include any subtotals, select 
column and press Subtotals button

• Spend a few minutes opening and looking at 
various reports. Note the appearance of each 
report can be changed by dragging the buttons on 
and off each report, generally by ensuring that 
the Grey Bar runs vertically. However the Grey 
Bar can be positioned to run horizontally to 
arrange the data across the screen. Experiment!

• If at any time you wish to reset the report, Close
the report and press Delete/Reset Report

Select column and press 
Subtotals button
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Reviewing reports in an Estimate

• Return to the list of reports

• Select the Materials Task List report. Review.

• Close report

• Select the Materials Used report. Review.

• Close report

• Select the Quotation Enquiry report. Review.

• To create selection of say only Heavy-side 
Materials, select the pull down arrow in the 
Type box and tick the Heavy-side Materials

• Next press the Export Report button to create an 
Excel file for use during construction

• Close Report
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Reviewing Graphs in an Estimate

• Return to the list of reports

• Select the Cost Cash Flow Graph. Review.

• Close Graph

• Select the Cost by Material Type Graph. Review.

• Press the Toggle button to see the graph 
presented as costs rather than percentages.

• Close Graph
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Creating your Building Regulation Notes

• Click on Reports tab

• Select the Notes Wizard button

• Choose Word Document Only, select 
PlansXpress House Notes and press Create 
Notes

• Confirm the suggested U Values and click OK

• The notes will then be prepared using the 
default settings.

• The Buildings Notes word document which is 
produced can be edited though  generally it will 
be preferable to customise the Notes Wizard 
itself so that these are reflected in any future 
notes you create.
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• Click on Reports tab

• Select the Notes Wizard button

• Select the More button to edit the standard 
settings

• Review the workbooks which are being included. 
As a rule, to start with, we suggest that you leave 
the default settings as the software has been 
configured to include details which are normally 
required for a Building Regulation application.

• Click on the Preferences button

• Note that the Notes are configured for the 
PlansXpress House Notes

• Select Edit Text. Review the various standard 
notes. For the purposes of this training we suggest 
you do not make any alterations at this time.

• Click OK, then press the Create Notes button

Customising your Building Regulation Notes
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Creating your first Quote

• Click on Reports tab

• Select the Customer Quote button and select 
Quote Wizard by Build Phase option

• The top pane in this Wizard provides a sample of 
how each section of your quote will appear…it is 
NOT the actual estimate!

• Select the level of detail you wish to provide by 
selecting the relevant Option buttons and Tick
Boxes

• Press Print and set VAT rate and click OK

• The resulting Word document can be edited but 
you will find it useful to configure the Wizard to 
produce the quote you require automatically. 
More of this later.
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Customising your Quote

• Click on Reports tab and  select the Customer 
Quote button and select Quote Wizard by Build 
Phase option

• Note that  EstimatorXpress has remembered 
your previous choices

• Select More to see more option for the quote

• Select the various buttons to understand how 
you can configure the software to vary what 
resources are shown in the quote

• Select Preferences and select the type of work 
you wish configure, in this case New Build

• In this section you can set up the words used in 
your opening letter and closing paragraph, 
modify the standard phrases used for each build 
phase and define the appearance of the quote 
including letter heads, logos and fonts etc.

• Click OK when you have finished.
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